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Abstract

In response to large-scale replication projects yielding successful replication rates
substantially lower than expected, the behavioural, cognitive and social sciences
have found themselves amidst a ‘replication crisis’. In this narrative review, we
reframe this ’crisis’ through the lens of a credibility revolution, focusing on posi-
tive structural, procedural and community-driven changes. Second, we outline a
path to expand ongoing advances and improvements. The credibility revolution
has been an impetus to several substantive changes which will have a positive,
long-term impact upon our research environment.
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1 Introduction

”The history of science, like the history of all human ideas, is a history of irrespon-
sible dreams, of obstinacy, and of error. But science is one of the very few human
activities—perhaps the only one—in which errors are systematically criticised and
fairly often, in time, corrected.” - Karl Popper [1]

1.1 The replication crisis in psychology and the social sciences

After several notable scandals and controversies in 2011 [2–4], skepticism regarding
claims in psychological science increased, and inspired the development of projects
examining the replicability and reproducibility of past findings [5]. Replication refers
to the process of repeating a study or experiment with the goal of verifying effects or
generalising findings across new models or populations, whereas reproducibility refers
to assessing the accuracy of the research claims based on the original methods, data,
and/or code (see Table 1 for definitions).

- Insert Table 1 here -

In the most impactful replication initiative of the last decade, the Open Science Col-
laboration [6] sampled studies from three prominent journals representing different
sub-fields of psychology to estimate the replicability of psychological research. Out
of 100 independently performed replications, only 39% were subjectively labelled as
successful replications, and on average, the effects were roughly half the original size.
Putting these results into wider context, a minimum replicability rate of 89% should
have been expected if all of the original effects were true (and not false positives; [7]).
Pooling the Open Science Collaboration [6] replications with 207 other replications
from recent years resulted in a higher estimate; 64% of effects successfully replicated
with an effect size reduction of 32% [8]. Seemingly, estimations of replicability vary
widely but nevertheless appear to be suboptimal. These suboptimal estimates of repli-
cability are not exclusive to psychology, as they have been found across many other
disciplines (e.g., animal behaviour; [9–11]; cancer biology [12]; economics, [13]), and
appear to be symptomatic of persistent issues within the research environment [14, 15].

The ‘replication crisis’ has presented a number of considerable challenges to
research, including concerns that it has undermined the role of science/scientists as a
robust source of evidence for informing policy and practice [16], and has compromised
the public’s trust in science [17]. Simultaneously, the crisis has also presented a huge
opportunity for development and reform. In this narrative review, we focus on the
latter, exploring the replication crisis through the lens of a credibility revolution [18]
to provide an overview of recent developments that have led to positive changes in
the research landscape. We classify these into a) structural, b) procedural, and c)
community change (see Fig.1), and discuss additional opportunities that the replica-
tion crisis is yet to fully bear.
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Fig. 1 Modes of change towards scientific credibility. This figure presents an overview of the three
modes of change proposed in this article: structural change is often evoked at the institutional level
expressed by new norms and rules; procedural change refers to single behaviours and sets of commonly
used practices in the research process; community change encompasses how work and collaboration
within the scientific community transforms.

1.2 Background: The replication crisis as a credibility
revolution

Recent discussions have outlined various reasons why replications fail (see Box 1).
To address these replicability concerns, different perspectives have been offered on
how to reform, and promote improvements to, existing research norms in psycholog-
ical science [19–21]. An academic movement collectively known as Open Scholarship
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(incorporating Open Science and Open Research) has driven positive change by accel-
erating the uptake of robust research practices, and advocating for a more diverse,
equitable, inclusive, and accessible psychological science [22, 23].

These reforms have been driven by a diverse range of institutional initiatives, grass-
roots, bottom-up initiatives and individuals. The extent of such impact led Vazire [18]
to reframe the replicability crisis as a credibility revolution, acknowledging the term
crisis reflects neither the intense self-examination of research disciplines in the last
decade nor the various advances that have been implemented as a result.

- Insert Box 1 here -

Scientific practices are behaviours [24] and, in this way, they can be changed, espe-
cially when structures (e.g., funding agencies), environments (e.g., research groups),
and individuals (e.g., single researchers) facilitate and support these changes. Most
attempts to change the behaviours of individual researchers have concentrated on
identifying or removing problematic practices and improving training in open schol-
arship [24]. As such, efforts to change individuals’ behaviours have ranged from the
creation of grass-roots communities to support individuals to incorporate open schol-
arship into their teaching (e.g., [25]), to infrastructural change (e.g., creation of open
software (e.g., StatCheck [26] to identify statistical inconsistencies en-masse).

To tackle the substantive issues raised through the replication crisis requires much
greater acknowledgement of the wider research landscape and culture, which includes
the roles played by institutions, funders, and publishers [27]. For example, new ’open’
journals have been developed, but they frequently operate in a marketplace which
is based on reputation/prestige and thus uptake has been variable due to resistance
from institutions and individuals. While there are various ongoing efforts from these
stakeholder groups, they are often not integrated together, and their wider impact is
infrequently evaluated. As such, whilst there have been many positive developments
made at the structural and ground-level, there has been little consideration for how
they have all contributed to a widespread change in the way science is considered,
actioned and structured.

In this article we take the opportunity to reflect upon the scope and extent of
positive changes as a result of the credibility revolution.To capture these different levels
of change in our complex research landscape, we differentiate between a) structural,
b) procedural, and c) community change. Our categorisation is not informed by any
given theory, and there are overlaps and similarities across the outlined modes of
change. However, this approach allows us to consider change in different domains:
a) embedded norms, b) behaviours, and c) interactions, which we believe assists in
demonstrating the scope of positive changes and which may allow us to empower and
retain change-makers towards further positive scientific reform.
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2 Structural Change

Structural change is often evoked at the institutional level, expressed by new norms
and rules. In the following, we describe and discuss examples of structural change in
the form of embedding open scholarship practices into the curriculum and by providing
incentives.

2.1 Embedding replications into the curriculum

In the wake of the credibility revolution, higher education instructors and programs
have begun to integrate open science practices into the curriculum at different lev-
els. Most notably, some instructors have started including replications as part of basic
research training and course curricula [28], and there are freely available, curated mate-
rials covering the entire process of executing replications with students [29] (see also
forrt.org/reversals). In one prominent approach, the Collaborative Replications and
Education Project [30, 31] integrates replications in undergraduate courses as course-
work with a twofold goal: educating undergraduates to uphold high research standards
whilst simultaneously advancing the field with replications. In this endeavour, the most
cited studies from the most cited journals in the last three years serve as the sample
from which students select their replication target. Administrative advisors then rate
the feasibility of the replication to decide whether to run the study across the con-
sortium of supervisors and students. After study completion, materials and data are
submitted and used in meta-analyses, for which students are invited as co-authors.

In another proposed model [32], graduate students complete replication projects
as part of their dissertation. Early career researchers (ECRs) are invited to prepare
the manuscripts for publication [33–35] and, in this way, students’ research efforts
for their dissertation are utilised to contribute to a robust body of literature, while
being formally acknowledged. An additional benefit is the opportunity for ECRs to
further their career by publishing with available data. Institutions and departments
can also benefit from embedding these projects as these not only increase the quality
of education on research practices but also increase research outputs [22, 34, 36, 37].

If these models are to become commonplace, developing a set of standards
regarding authorship would be beneficial. In particular, the question of what merits
authorship can become an issue when student works are further developed, potentially
without further involvement of the student. Such conflicts occur with other models
of collaboration (see Community Change, below; [38]) but may be tackled by fol-
lowing standardized authorship templates, such as the Contributor Roles Taxonomy
(CRediT) which helps detail each individual’s contributions to the work [39, 40].

2.2 Wider embedding into curricula

In addition to embedding replications, open scholarship should be taught as a
core component of higher education. Learning about open scholarship practices has
been shown to influence student knowledge, expectations, attitudes, and engagement
towards becoming more effective and responsible researchers, and consumers of science
[41]. It is hence important to sufficiently address open scholarship in the classroom
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[41], and different resources are available to help teaching staff with such implemen-
tations [29, 37]. Gaining an increased scientific literacy early on may have significant
long-term benefits for students, including the opportunity to make a rigorous scien-
tific contribution, acquiring a critical understanding of the scientific process and the
value of replication, and a commitment to research values such as openness and trans-
parency [41–43]. Embedding open research practices into education further shapes
personal values that are connected to research, which will be crucial in later stages
of both academic and non-academic careers [44]. This creates a path towards open
scholarship values and practices becoming the norm, rather than the exception. It
also links directly to existing movements often embraced among university students
to foster greater equality and to break down status hierarchies which are fostered by
gatekeepers in power positions (e.g., decolonisation efforts) [45].

Various efforts to increase the adoption of open scholarship practices into the
curriculum are being undertaken by pedagogical teams with the overarching goal of
increasing research rigor and transparency over time. While these changes are struc-
tural, they are often driven by single or small groups of individuals, often being in
the early stages of their careers and receiving little recognition for their contributions
[22]. An increasing number of grassroot open science organisations contribute in dif-
ferent educational roles, by providing resources and guidelines. The breadth of tasks
required in the pedagogic reform towards open scholarship is exemplified by the Frame-
work for Open and Reproducible Research Training (FORRT), focusing on reform
and meta-scientific research to advance research transparency, reproducibility, rigour,
social justice, and ethics [25]. The FORRT community is currently running more than
15 initiatives which include summaries of open scholarship literature, a crowdsourced
glossary of open scholarship terms [46], a literature review of the impact on students
of integrating open scholarship into teaching [41], out-of-the-box lesson plans [47], a
team working on bridging neurodiversity and open scholarship [48, 49], and a living
database of replications and reversals [50]. Other examples of organisations providing
open scholarship materials are the Network of Open Science Initiatives [51] and Course
Syllabi for Open and Reproducible Methods [52]. These and other collections of open-
source teaching and learning materials (such as podcasts, how-to guides, courses, labs,
open science networks, and databases) can facilitate the integration of open scholar-
ship principles into education and practice. This not only raises awareness for open
scholarship but also levels the playing field for researchers coming from countries or
institutions with fewer resources, such as the ‘Global South’, referring to the regions
outside of Europe and North America that are primarily politically and culturally
marginalised such as regions in Asia and Africa [47, 53].

2.3 Incentives

Scientific practice is rooted in a deep history of problematic reward incentives (e.g., a
focus on research quantity over quality, positive results) and so revised incentives are
essential for a sustained integration of open scholarship practices. Current efforts have
focused on the development of such incentives, which aim to target different actors,
including students, academics, faculties and universities, funders, and journals [54–
56]. As each of these actors have different and sometimes competing goals, the nature
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of the incentives to engage in open scholarship practices vary. In the following, we
describe recently developed incentives targeting researchers, and academic journals
and funders.

2.3.1 Targeting researchers

Traditional incentives for academics to achieve career opportunities and advancement
are increased chances of publishing, winning grants, and signalling quality of the pub-
lished work (e.g., perceived journal prestige) [45, 57]. In some journals, researchers
are now given direct incentives for the preregistration of study plans and analyses
before study execution, and openly accessible data and materials for their articles in
the form of (open science) badges, with the aim of signalling study quality [24]. How-
ever, the extent to which badges can be used to increase open scholarship behaviours
remains unclear; while one study [58] reports increased data sharing rates among
articles published in Psychological Science, a recent randomized control trial no evi-
dence for badges increasing data sharing [59], suggesting that more effective incentives
or complementary workflows are required to motivate researchers to engage in open
research practices [60].

Furthermore, there are incentives provided for different open scholarship practices,
such as using the Registered Report publishing format [61, 62]. Here, authors submit
research protocols for peer-review before data collection and/or analyses (in the case
of secondary data). Registered Reports meeting high scientific standards are given
provisional acceptance (‘in-principle acceptance’) prior to the results being known.
Such format shifts the focus from the outcomes of the research to methodological
quality, and accordingly realigns incentives by providing researchers with the certainty
of publication, regardless of the nature of results, as long as they adhere to their
preregistered protocol [61, 62]. Empirical evidence has also found that Registered
Reports are perceived to be higher in research quality than regular articles, as well as
equivalent in creativity and importance [63], which may provide further incentives for
researchers to adopt this format.

2.3.2 Targeting journals and funders

Incentives are not limited to individual researchers but also to the general research
infrastructure. One example of this is academic journals, which are attempting to
implement standards to remain current and competitive, shown in the increase in open
publishing options throughout the course of the credibility revolution and the newly
formulated guidelines reinforcing these changes. For example, the Center for Open
Science introduced the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) Guidelines
[64] which include eight modular standards to reflect journals’ transparency stan-
dards; namely, citation standards, data transparency, analytic methods transparency,
research materials transparency, design and analysis transparency, study preregistra-
tion, analysis plan preregistration, and replication. Building on these guidelines, the
TOP factor quantifies the degree to which journals implement these standards, provid-
ing researchers with a guide on selecting journals accordingly. Similarly, organisations
such as the UK Reproducibility Network [65], FORRT [66], NASA [67], UNESCO
[68], and the European Commission [69] support open scholarship efforts publicly on
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an international level. Moreover, there are also efforts to open up funding options, for
example, through the registered reports fundings scheme [36]. Here, funding alloca-
tion and publication review process are being combined into a single process, reducing
the burden on reviewers and opportunities for questionable research practices. Finally,
large-scale policies are being implemented supporting open scholarship practices, such
as Plan-S. Plan-S mandates open publishing when the research is funded by public
grants. The increase in open access options shows how journals are being effectively
incentivized to expand their repertoire and normalize open access [70]. At the same
time, article processing charges have increased, entailing the danger of excluding
researchers from open access publishing who do not have the necessary funds to pub-
lish [70, 71]. As Plan-S shapes the decision space of journals and researchers, it is an
incentive with the promise of long-term change.

Several efforts aim to re-design systems such as peer review and publishing. Com-
munity peer reviews (e.g., [72]) is a relatively new system in which experts review and
recommend preprints to journals. Future developments in the direction of commu-
nity peer review might contain an increased usage of overlay journals, meaning that
the journals themselves do not manage their own content (including peer review) but
rather select and curate content. The peer review procedures can also be changed,
as the recent editorial decision in Elife to abolish accept/reject decisions during peer
review has shown [73], and as reflected by a recommendation-based system of the
community peer review system.

In addition, researchers in academic settings have largely been evaluated based on
the number of papers they publish in high-impact journals [45], however see [57] for
a criticism of journal impact factors) and their grant acquisition [36, 74]. In response,
an increasing number of research stakeholders including universities have signed the
San Francisco Declaration of Research Assessment (DORA); an initiative that aims to
diversify the criteria used for hiring, promotion, and funding decisions by considering
all research outputs, including software and data, as well as the qualitative impact
of research (e.g., policy or practice implications). The goals of such initiatives are
also reflected in efforts to foster sustainable change by regional hiring committees’
requirements considering open scholarship practices [55], for an example see [75]). Such
initiatives provide considerable incentives for individual researchers to follow open
scholarship principles for personal career advancement.

3 Procedural Change

Procedural change refers to single behaviours and sets of commonly used practices in
the research process. We describe and discuss prediction markets, statistical assess-
ment tools, multiverse analysis, and systematic reviews and meta-analysis as examples
of procedural changes.

3.1 Prediction markets of research credibility

In recent years, researchers have employed prediction markets to assess the credibility
of research findings [76–81]. Here, researchers invite experts or non-experts to estimate
the replicability of different studies or claims. Large prediction market projects such
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as the repliCATS project have yielded replicability predictions with high classifica-
tion accuracy (between 61% and 86%, [78, 79]). The repliCATS project implemented
a structured iterative evaluation procedure to solicit thousands of replication esti-
mates which are now being used to develop prediction algorithms using machine
learning. Though many prediction markets are composed of researchers or students
with research training, even lay people seem to perform better than chance in predict-
ing replicability [82]. Replication markets are positioned as complementary to, and
an alternative to replication attempts, and there are various conditions where one
approach may be preferable to implement (e.g., replication markets may be preferable
where data collection is especially resource-intensive, but less so when study design
may be especially complex). As such, the use of replication markets provides another
tool available to researchers to provide insight on the credibility of existing and/or
hypothetical works.

3.2 Statistical assessment tools

Failure to control error rates and design high-power studies can contribute to low
replication rates [83, 84]. In response, researchers have developed various quantitative
methods to assess expected distributions of statistical estimates (such as p-values),
such as p-curving [85], or z-curving [86]. P-curve assesses publication bias by plot-
ting the distribution of p-values across a set of studies, measuring the deviation from
an expected uniform distribution of p-values considering a true null-hypothesis [85].
Similar to p-curve, z-curve assesses the distribution of test statistics while considering
the power of statistical tests and false discovery rate within a body of literature [86].
Additionally, and perhaps most importantly, such estimations of bias in the litera-
ture identify selective reporting trends and help establish a better estimate of whether
replication failures may be due to features of the original study or features of the
replication study. Advocates of these methods argue for decreasing α-levels (i.e., the
probability of finding a false positive / committing a type I error) when the likelihood
of publication bias is high to allow for increased power and confidence in findings.
Other researchers have called for reducing α-levels for all tests (e.g., from .05 to .005
[87]), rethinking null hypothesis statistical testing (NHST) and considering exploratory
NHST [88], or abandoning NHST altogether ([89], see for an example [90]). However,
these approaches are not panaceas and are unlikely to address all the highlighted con-
cerns [20, 91]; instead, researchers have recommended simply justifying the alpha for
tests with regard to the magnitude of acceptable Type I versus Type II (false nega-
tive) errors [91]. In this context, equivalence testing [92] or Bayesian analyses [93] have
been proposed as suitable approaches to directly assess evidence for the alternative
hypothesis against evidence for the null hypothesis [94]. GUI-based (point and click)
statistical software packages such as JASP [95] or Jamovi [96], and the promotion
of such methods including practical walkthroughs, shinyapps and Excel spreadsheets
[92, 93] have made methods such as equivalence tests and Baysian statistics accessible
to a wider audience of scientists.
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3.3 Single study statistical assessments

A range of useful tools have been developed to pursue open values. For example,
the accuracy of reported findings may be assessed by running simple, automated
error-checks, such as StatCheck [26]. Validation studies [26] reported high sensitivity
(larger than 83%), specificity (larger than 96%), and accuracy (larger than 92%) of
the tool and that multiple correction procedures were not the reason for error in most
cases. Other such innovations include the Granularity-Related Inconsistency of Means
(GRIM) test [97], which aims to evaluate the consistency of mean values of integer data
(e.g., from Likert-type scales), considering sample size and number of items, or Sam-
ple Parameter Reconstruction via Iterative TEchniques (SPRITE), which reconstructs
samples and estimates of the item value distributions based on reported descriptive
statistics [98]. Such techniques can serve as an initial step when reviewing the existing
literature to ensure that a finding did not result from statistical errors or potential
falsification, and can be implemented by the researchers themselves to check their
work. With wider awareness and use of such tools, we have greater accessibility and
capability to identify unsubstantiated claims.

3.4 Multiverse analysis

The multitude of researcher degrees of freedom (decisions researchers can make when
using data) have been shown to influence the outcomes of analyses performed on
the same data [99, 100]. In one investigation, 70 independent research teams anal-
ysed the same nine hypotheses with one neuroimaging dataset and results show data
cleaning and statistical inferences varied considerably between teams; for example, no
two groups used the same pipeline to pre-process the imaging data, which ultimately
influenced both results and inference drawn from the results [99]. To increase trans-
parency regarding researcher degrees of freedom, multiverse analyses can be performed
[101, 102]. Conceptually, multiverse analyses consider the range of results obtained
when all feasible and reasonable analyses are performed on the same dataset. While
not all possible analyses conducted may be practically useful to include in a multiverse
analysis, a range of appropriate analyses can provide evidence of a finding’s robustness
when pooled [103]. This approach allows researchers to simultaneously test the same
hypothesis across a broad range of scenarios and determine the stability of certain
effects as they navigate the often large ‘garden of forking paths’ [104].

3.5 Systematic review and meta-analysis

Systematic reviews or meta-analyses are used to synthesise findings from several pri-
mary studies [105, 106], which can reveal nuanced aspects of the research while keeping
a bird’s-eye perspective, for example, by presenting the range of effect sizes and result-
ing power estimates. Methods have been developed to assess the extent of publication
bias in meta-analyses, and, to an extent, correct for it, using methods such as fun-
nel plot asymmetry tests [107]. However, there are additional challenges influencing
the results of meta-analyses and systematic reviews and hence their replicability,
such as researcher degrees of freedom in determining inclusion criteria, methodolog-
ical approaches, and the rigour of the primary studies [108, 109]. Thus, researchers
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have developed best practices for unbiased, open, and reproducible systematic reviews
and meta-analyses such as Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [110], Non-Interventional, Reproducible, and Open (NIRO)
[111] systematic review guidelines, the Generalized Systematic Review Registration
Form [112], and PROSPERO, a register of systematic review protocols [113]. These
guides and resources provide opportunities for more systematic accounts of research
[114]. These guidelines often include a risk of bias assessment, where different biases
are assessed and reported [115]. Yet, most systematic reviews and meta-analyses do
not follow standardized reporting guidelines, even when required by the journal and
stated in the article, reducing the reproducibility of primary and pooled effect size
estimates [116]. An evaluated trial of enhanced requirements by some journals as part
of the submission process [117] did lead to a slowly increasing uptake in such practices
[118], with later findings indicating that protocol registrations increased the quality
of associated meta-analyses [119]. Optimistically, continuous efforts to increase trans-
parency appear to have already contributed to researchers more consistently reporting
eligibility criteria, effect size information and synthesis techniques [120].

4 Community Change

Community change encompasses how work and collaboration within the scientific com-
munity transforms. We describe two of these developments in the following: big team
science and adversarial collaborations.

4.1 Big team science

The credibility revolution has undoubtedly driven the formation and development
of various large-scale, collaborative communities. Community examples of such
approaches include mass replications, which as we discuss above can be integrated in
research training [30, 31, 34, 121], and projects conducted by large teams and organ-
isations such as the Many Labs studies [122, 123], the Hagen Cumulative Science
Project [124], the Psychological Science Accelerator [125], and the Framework for Open
and Reproducible Research Training (FORRT) [25]. A promising initiative to acceler-
ate scientific progress is Big Team Science, i.e., large-scale collaborations of scientists
working on a scholarly goal together, and pool resources across labs, institutions, dis-
ciplines, cultures, and countries [15, 126, 127]. Such groups have commonly formed
to complete replication studies, with many disseminating their procedural learning in
addition to scientific contributions [128]. Collaboration in large teams allows scien-
tists to harness the expertise of a consortium of researchers, increase the efficiency of
research resources (e.g., time and funding), and draw conclusions from richer cross-
cultural samples [22, 126, 129]. Big team science typically involves a wide range of
practices that enhance research quality, such as providing interdisciplinary internal
reviews, multiple perspectives and viewpoints, implementing uniform and standard-
ised protocols across participating laboratories, and recruiting larger and more diverse
samples [41, 46, 125, 126, 128, 130]. The latter also extends to researchers them-
selves; big team science can increase representation, diversity and equality and allow
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researchers to collaborate by either coordinating data collection efforts at their respec-
tive institutions or by funding the data collection of researchers who may not have
access to funds [131].

4.2 Adversarial collaborations

Scholarly critique typically occurs after research has been completed, for example,
during peer-review or in back-and-forth commentaries of published work. With some
exceptions [132–136], rarely do researchers who support contradictory theoretical
frameworks work together to formulate research questions and design studies to test
them. ‘Adversarial collaborations’ of this kind are arguably one of the most important
developments in procedures to advance research because they allow for a consensus-
based resolution of scientific debates and they facilitate more efficient knowledge
production and self-correction by reducing bias [4, 137]. An example is the Transpar-
ent PSI Project [138] which united teams of researchers both supportive and critical
of the idea of extra-sensory perception, allowing for a constructive dialogue and more
agreeable consensus in conclusion.

A related practice to adversarial collaborations is that of ‘red teams’, which can
be applied by both larger and smaller teams of researchers playing ‘devil’s advocate’
between one another. Red teams work together to constructively criticise each other’s
work or to find errors during (but preferably early in) the entire research process, with
the overarching goal of maximising research quality (Lakens, 2020). By avoiding errors
“before it is too late”, red teams have the potential to save large amounts of resources
[126]. However, such initiatives are not without their issues. For example: A researcher
has negative biases towards a specific marginalized group. The researcher proposes
an adversarial collaboration with another researcher with similar biases but differing
professional opinions or methodological expertise, knowing that both share the same
biases. When publishing or promoting the work, the biases remain unchallenged. That
way, adversarial collaborations can be used as a pretence to promote personal opinions
including fringe scientific works under the veneer of a ‘debate’ (e.g., [139]).

5 Expanding structural, procedural and community
changes

To expand the developments discussed, and to address current challenges in the field,
we now highlight a selection of areas that can benefit from the previously described
structural, procedural and community changes, namely: a) generalizability, b) theory
building, and c) open scholarship for qualitative research, and end on d) diversity and
inclusion as an area necessary to be considered in the context of open scholarship.

5.1 Generalizability

In extant work, the generalizability of effects is a serious concern (e.g., [140, 141]).
Psychological researchers have traditionally focused on individual-level variability and
failed to consider variables such as stimuli, tasks, or contexts over which they wish
to generalise. While accounting for methodological variation can be achieved in part
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through statistical estimation (e.g., including random effects of stimuli in models) or
acknowledging and discussing study limitations, unmeasured variables, stable contexts,
and narrow samples still present substantive challenges to the generalizability of results
[141].

Possible solutions lay in big team science and collaboration. Scientific communities
such as the Psychological Science Accelerator (PSA) have aimed to test the general-
izability of effects across cultures and beyond the Global North (i.e. the affluent and
rich regions of the world, for example, North America, Europe, and Australia; [125]).
However, big team science projects tend to be conducted voluntarily with very few
resources in order to understand the diversity of a specific phenomenon (e.g. [142]).
The large samples required to detect small effects may make it difficult for single
researchers from specific countries to achieve adequate power for publication. Large
global collaborations, such as the PSA, can therefore contribute to avoiding wasted
resources by conducting large studies instead of many small-sample studies which are
less impactful and more difficult to publish [125]. At the same time, large collabora-
tions might offer a chance to counteract geographical inequalities in research outputs
[143]. However, such projects also tend to recruit only the most accessible (typically
student) populations from their countries, thereby potentially perpetuating issues of
representation and diversity. Yet, increased efforts of international teams of scientists
offer opportunities to provide both increased diversity in the research team and the
research samples, posing opportunities to increase generalisability at various stages of
the research process.

5.2 Formal theory building

Researchers have suggested that the replication crisis is, in fact, a “theory crisis” [144];
low rates of replicability may be explained in part by improper testing of theory or
failures to identify auxiliary theoretical assumptions [84, 141]. The verbal formulation
of psychological theories and hypotheses cannot always be directly tested with infer-
ential statistics; thus generalisations are made which are not supported by the data
[140, 141]. Yarkoni [141] has recommended moving away from broad, unspecific claims
and theories towards specific quantitative tests that are interpreted with caution, and
increased weighting of qualitative and descriptive research. Others have suggested for-
malising theories as computational models and engaging in theory testing rather than
null hypothesis significance testing [144]. Indeed, many researchers may not even be
at a stage where they are ready or able to to test hypotheses [145]. Additional discus-
sion of how to improve psychological theory and its evaluation is needed to advance
the credibility revolution. Such discussions reassessing the application of statistics (in
the context of statistical theory) are important steps in improving research quality.

5.3 Qualitative research

Open scholarship research and discussion has focused primarily on quantitative data
collection and analyses, with substantively less consideration for compatibility with
qualitative or mixed methods [47, 146]. Qualitative research presents methodologi-
cal, ontological, epistemological, and ethical challenges that need to be considered to
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increase openness while preserving the integrity of the research process. The unique-
ness, context-dependent, and labour-intensive features of qualitative research can
create barriers, for example to preregistration or data sharing [147]. Similarly, some of
the tools, practices, and concerns of open scholarship are simply not compatible with
many qualitative epistemological approaches (e.g., a concern for replicability; [41]).
Thus, a one-size-fits-all approach to qualitative or mixed methods data sharing and
engagement with other open scholarship tools may not be appropriate for safeguarding
the fundamental principles of qualitative research (see review [148]). However, there is
a growing body of literature offering descriptions on how to engage in open scholarship
practices when executing qualitative studies to move the field forward [7, 147, 149–151],
and protocols developed specifically for qualitative research, such as preregistration
templates [152]. Better representation of the application of open scholarship practices
like a buffet, which can be chosen from, depending on the projects and its limita-
tions and opportunities [7, 153] is ongoing. Such an approach is reflected in various
studies describing the tailored application of open scholarship protocols in qualitative
studies [149, 151]. Overall, validity, transparency, ethics, reflexivity, and collaboration
can be fostered by engaging in qualitative open science; open practices which allow
others to understand the research process and its knowledge generation are particu-
larly impactful here [147, 150]. Irrespective of the methodological and epistemological
approach, then, transparency is key to the effective communication and evaluation of
results from both quantitative and qualitative studies and there have been promis-
ing developments within qualitative and mixed research towards increasing uptake of
open scholarship practices.

5.4 Diversity and inclusion

An important point to consider when encouraging change is that the playing field is
not equal for all actors, underlining the need for flexibility that takes into account
regional differences and marginalised groups as well as differences in resource allo-
cation when implementing open science practices [47]. For example, there are clear
differences in the availability of resources by geographic region [154, 155] and social
groups, by ethnicity [156] or sex and gender [47, 157, 158]. Resource disparities are also
self-sustaining as, for instance, funding increases the chances of conducting research at
or beyond the state-of-the-art which in turn increases the chances of obtaining future
funding [154]. Choosing (preferably free) open access options, including preprints and
postprints is one step to allow scholars to access resources irrespective of their priv-
eleges. Other options are pooled funding applications, re-distributions of resources in
international teams of researchers, and international collaborations. Big team science
is a promising avenue to produce high-quality research while inviting diversity [126];
yet, the predominantly volunteering-based system of such team science might exclude
researchers who do not have allocated hours or funding for such team efforts. Hence,
beyond these procedural and community changes, structural change is also essential.
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6 Outlook: what can we learn in the future?

Evidenced by the scale of developments discussed, the replication crisis has moti-
vated structural, procedural and community changes that would have previously been
considered idealistic and delayed through resistance. Importantly, while the develop-
ments within the credibility revolution were originally fuelled by failed replications,
these in themselves are not the only threat to scientific credibility. For different fields,
replication rates should be expected to vary and may not be an ideal measure of
research credibility or quality, as replicability will depend on the questions the research
addresses, experimental setups, and the objects of examination [159]. Thus, we should
look for opportunities to maximise transparency, scientific rigour and quality wher-
ever they exist [19]. As such, we encourage researchers to ‘lean in’ to the possibilities
made available from ‘crises’ and their revolutions.

Learning from the credibility revolution, we recommend assessing crises holistically.
Instead of focussing on single issues, structural, procedural and community processes
should be observed as intertwined drivers of the credibility revolution. After identifying
problems, actionable changes need to be implemented on all of these levels, requiring
the actors in these different domains to actively take responsibility for improvements of
the field [160]. If one is fixed without the other (e.g., researchers focus on high-quality
outputs [individual level ] but are incentivised to focus on novelty [structural level ]),
then the problems will prevail and reform will fail. From the presented changes, how-
ever, it becomes clear that there are multiple positive changes already implemented,
offering additional opportunities for further advances to shape the way forward in the
credibility revolution.
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Table 1 Why research fails to replicate. This box outlines some explanations for the low replicability of research
which we exemplify at the individual and structural level. A more exhaustive overview can be found in Pennington [15].

Term Definition
Credibility Revolution The problems and the solutions resulting from a growing distrust in scientific

findings, following concerns about the credibility of scientific claims (e.g., low
replicability). The term has been proposed as a more positive alternative to the
term replicability crisis, and includes the many solutions to improve the credibility
of research, such as pre-registration, transparency, and replication.

Open Science An umbrella term reflecting the idea that scientific knowledge of all kinds, where
appropriate, should be openly accessible, transparent, rigorous, reproducible,
replicable, accumulative, and inclusive, all which are considered fundamental
features of the scientific endeavour. Open science consists of principles and
behaviours that promote transparent, credible, reproducible, and accessible sci-
ence. Open science has six major aspects: open data, open methodology, open
source, open access, open peer review, and open educational resources.

Open Scholarship ‘Open scholarship’ is often used synonymously with ‘open science’, but extends
to all disciplines, drawing in those which might not traditionally identify as
science-based. It reflects the idea that knowledge of all kinds should be openly
shared, transparent, rigorous, reproducible, replicable, accumulative, and inclu-
sive (allowing for all knowledge systems). Open scholarship includes all scholarly
activities that are not solely limited to research such as teaching and pedagogy.

Questionable Research Practices A range of activities that intentionally or unintentionally distort data in favour
of a researcher’s own hypotheses - or omissions in reporting such practices -
including; selective inclusion of data, hypothesising after the results are known
(HARKing), and p-hacking. Popularised by John et al. [162].

Replicability An umbrella term, used differently across fields, covering concepts of: direct and
conceptual replication, computational reproducibility/replicability, generalizabil-
ity analysis and robustness analyses. Some of the definitions used previously
include: a different team arriving at the same results using the original author’s
artefacts; a study arriving at the same conclusion after collecting new data; as
well as studies for which any outcome would be considered diagnostic evidence
about a claim from prior research.

Replication Crisis The finding, and related shift in academic culture and thinking, that a large pro-
portion of scientific studies published across disciplines do not replicate (e.g., [6]).
This is considered to be due to a lack of quality and integrity of research and
publication practices, such as publication bias, questionable research practices
and a lack of transparency, leading to an inflated rate of false positive results.
Others have described this process as a ‘Credibility Revolution’ towards improv-
ing these practices.

Reproducibility A minimum standard on a spectrum of activities (“reproducibility spectrum”) for
assessing the value or accuracy of scientific claims based on the original methods,
data, and code. For instance, where the original researcher’s data and computer
codes are used to regenerate the results, often referred to as computational repro-
ducibility. Reproducibility does not guarantee the quality, correctness, or validity
of the published results. In some fields, this meaning is, instead, associated with
the term “replicability” or ‘repeatability’.

Transparency Transparency refers to a combination of availability and accountability, or
practically, having one’s actions open and accessible for external evaluation.
Transparency pertains to researchers being honest about theoretical, methodolog-
ical, and analytical decisions made throughout the research cycle. Transparency
can be usefully differentiated into “scientifically relevant transparency” and
“socially relevant transparency”. While the former has been the focus of early
Open Science discourses, the latter is needed to provide scientific information in
ways that are relevant to decision makers and members of the public.
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Box 1. Why research fails to replicate. This box outlines some explanations for the low replicability of

research which we exemplify at the individual and structural level. A more exhaustive overview can be

found in [15].

Individual level. Most studies seeking to uncover causes of the replicability crisis have, to date,

heavily focused on questionable research practices (QRPs) at the level of individual researchers. For

instance, research has highlighted how researchers have many ‘degrees of freedom’ when processing

and analysing data, such as excluding outliers or choosing to run multiple tests on subsets of the data,

and the impact this has on false positive rates [163, 164]. Such flexibility fails to prevent researchers

from employing a variety of QRPs, which have been repeatedly cited as substantial contributors to

low replicability [162, 164–167]. QRPs can also extend to distorting measurement (e.g., omitting to

report the reliability or validity of an instrument when found to be unsatisfactory; [168, 169]), likely

with similar effects for replicability. Finally, a lack of transparency in the reporting can mask and/or

exacerbate these issues, contributing to poor replicability and reproducibility of research [15].

Structural level. Characteristics inherent in the academic system also contribute widely to low

replicability by setting challenging and in itself questionable research goals. This focus can have down-

stream effects for researchers trying to achieve these goals to obtain career stability or advancement,

and encourage the usage of unethical research behaviours [170] such as QRPs [84, 171]. More generally,

the incentivisation of research is conveyed through common academic aphorisms such as ‘the winner

takes it all’ or ‘publish or perish’ [172]. Many of these incentives are not only pushed by research

institutions and their governing agencies but are also influenced by publishers and funding agencies

[173]. For example, the emphasis on arbitrary publication metrics, such as the impact factor [174] or

the h-index contribute to the replication crisis by creating perverse incentives [175]. Such emphasis is

particularly problematic with regards to publication practices, where novel and hypothesis-supporting

research is viewed more positively by editors and reviewers, and thus published more frequently [176]

and when research quantity is prioritised over quality [36, 74, 177], while there were historically little-

to-no requirements for transparency in the publishing process [160]. Consequently, most journals have

prevented or resisted publication of null-findings and replications [178] often due to perceived ‘lack

of contribution’, or selecting novelty over previously researched [179–181]. This selective publishing

practice creates ‘publication bias’, the distortion of the literature to over-represent positive findings

and under-represent negative ones, giving distorted or misleading representations of existing effects

[46, 182, 183]. Negative findings instead land in the metaphorical ‘file-drawer’ and are often never

published at all [184].

Challenges with replications. Replicability is a highly heterogeneous concept [185], not apply-

ing equally to all research fields, as for example the standardisation and control for covariates vary

for different objects of research [159]. Hence, replications are not the silver bullet to ensure scientific

quality. Differences in the replicability of research are often attributed to features of both original

studies and their replications, such as procedures, measurement characteristics or evidence strength

[8, 186, 187]. Other relevant features are the direct characteristics of the effects themselves, which

may vary in size depending on time or context [188]. However, low reliability and systematic error in

original studies [189] or missing formalisations of verbalisations, for example of concepts, definitions,

and results [190], can lead to mismatches between used statistical tests and their interpretation [141].

Furthermore, inappropriate use of statistical tests [83, 84] and wrong interpretation of such [141], as

well as weak theoretical development underpinning hypothesised effects [191] or a skewed baseline set

of studies due to publication bias [46, 145, 176] likely influence replication rates.
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